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To:

George,
Dave has asked for us to resubmit the campaign priorities for Grad Ed. This is the most current version that I have (including
changes to fmal dollar goals). Are you still fine with the attached? Just wanted to be 110% sure ...
Thanks,
Andrew Grabau
Development Director for
Graduate Education at the
University of Missouri
210 Jesse Hall
Columbia, MO 65211
0: 573-882-3645
F: 573-884-5454
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UNIVERSITY of MISSOURI
GRADUATE SCHOOl,

Dean's Vision for Graduate Education at the University of Missouri:
prepare students to excel in and outside of academia.
1.

Support graduate students and the graduate programs that

PhD Fellowships ($10,000,000) -- Graduate Fellowships for department or interdisciplinary degree programs.

2. Peace Corp Fellowship ($350,000) --Provides an opportunity for a returning Peace Corps student-volunteer to obtain a graduate
degree while serving the local community through various service-oriented projects.

3. Translational Issues ($250,000) -- By providing a structure for multiple departments, faculty, and students to combine their
research, MU can view an issue from all angles, providing a holistic and thorough analysis.
4. GLIMPSE ($100,000) -- The Glimpse Seminar Program will provide current unrepresented and minority undergraduates with
the resources, programming, and assistance needed to achieve their graduate school aspirations.
5. Travel Scholarships ($1,000,000) -- Travel support provides academic enhancements that are essential to a top-notch graduate
education. It not only adds to the holistic academic experience but also enables students to present and network at conferences.
These opportunities prepare our students for professional careers.
6. PFF, Post-Docs, Professional and Career Development ($1,000,000) -- Through Preparing For Future Faculty (PFF), the
student group, ACES, and plans for a seminar for doctoral students who wish to pursue careers outside of teaching, the Graduate
School has successfully provided a small group of students with this support.
7. MA Post Bac Educational Programs ($1,000,000) -- Provides Masters opportunities for Graduate Students to pursue programs
in education.
8. Dissertation Completion Fellowships ($500,000) -- The goal behind these fellowships is to provide support so that the student,
faculty and University can proudly stand behind a successful dissertation that promotes and advances academia and research.
9. Endowed Research and Teaching Assistantships ($1,000,000) -- Research and teaching assistantships provide support to the
student through a financial stipend.
10. Graduate Student Athlete Assistantships ($200,000) -- The Graduate Student Athlete Assistantship provides support to former
MU student-athletes that are now enrolled in a graduate program. This support helps a group of dedicated students with needed

financial support as well as a new "team" in their academic home through their assistantship assignment. This program is at the
essence of graduate education, which is central to the Graduate School's mission.
11. Nuclear Science and Engineering Institute (NSEI) ($1,000,000) -- Through increased fellowship, research and faculty support,
NSEI will continue advancing the discovery and preservation of applied knowledge in nuclear science.
12. Professional Science Masters ($500,000) -- An innovative graduate degree designed to allow students to pursue advanced
training in science or mathematics, while simultaneously developing workplace skills highly valued by employers.
TOTAL: $16,900,000
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